
2017 Father's Day Invitational Severe Weather Policy 

The safety of our players, parents, volunteers and fans is of 
the highest importance. Field directors along the tournament 
directors will monitor the weather.  Field directors will report 
any weather concerns to the tournament directors. 

Severe Weather Procedures 

If severe weather is forecasted, the tournament directors 
and field directors will monitor the situation to best ensure 
safety for the players, coaches, referees and spectators.  

The tournament directors and field directors reserve the right to make any necessary 
adjustments in game length, field assignments or scheduling to best accommodate all teams 
involved.  

Messages Regarding Weather 
All communications will take place via the Tourney Machine app, Twitter, and Instagram.  No 
other sources will provide playing or field updates. Updates will also be given through e-mail to 
team directors. 

In the event of RAIN: 
In the event of rain, play will continue unless halted by the field director OR if the fields become 
so wet as to present a serious potential of injury to players or of lasting damage to the fields. 
The tournament directors and field directors reserve the right to reschedule games in event a 
field becomes unplayable due to excessive standing water or deterioration.  

In the event of LIGHTNING: 

● In the event of lightning, the fields must be cleared.

● Upon the suspension of play, teams MUST take shelter in their vehicles - do not leave
the site and do not go to the tournament tent or gazebos for shelter.

● Play will be suspended at least 30 minutes after the last lightning strike is detected.

Detecting of lightning will include, but not be limited to, the lightning prediction and and 
warning systems at each invidivual park, visual confirmation by field directors, referees or 
coaches. Three long air blasts from the field directors can also signal for all participants to 
leave the field and go to their cars. 



If the lightning alert system at each individual park sounds with a single horn, all players, 
personnel and parents must follow the above procedures Individuals cannot be outside and 
may be asked to leave the field by the field directors.  

When a probability of lightning is detected the horn will sound continuously for fifteen seconds 
and the yellow light will begin flashing, at this time all fields MUST be cleared. The yellow light 
will continue to flash as long as a threat exists. When a threat is no longer detected, the horn 
will sound three short blasts and the yellow light will go off. It is then safe to return to the fields 
and resume play. 

As soon as the horn sounds and the yellow light goes on, all games will be immediately 
stopped. Players, officials and spectators must leave the fields and seek a shelter for the 
duration of the threat in their cars due to limited shelter. 

Should the referees feel, using their best judgment, that a potential threat is present, they HAVE 
the authority to stop the games and communicate to the field director even before the alarm is 
triggered , since there is no way to determine how long the threat will last. Three long air blasts 
from the field directors will signal for all participants to leave the field and seek shelter in their 
cars. 

Reschedules/Cancellation(s) 

Games shall be considered completed if the first half has concluded and play is stopped by 
either the tournament directors, field directors or game referee. 

In the event that a game(s) is/are cancelled due to inclement weather, the score at the time of 
the cancellation will be declared final and will be recorded as such if one half has been 
completed.  

If the first half has not been completed and the game is stopped, every effort will be made to 
complete the game, or play to complete at least the first half and record the score as final. Play 
will resume with the current score at the time of the weather delay. 

The tournament directors reserve the right to make whatever adjustments may be necessary in 
game length to proceed with the schedule following a delay due to inclement weather. 

Note: It is the responsibility of each coach and team manager to check the Tourney Machine 
app for rescheduled times and the tournament website for any additional reschedule 
information. 




